New studies show that perceptual learning does not reduce the noise inherent to the neuronal mechanisms of perception. Rather, learning boosts the brain's capability to extract and make use of the relevant outside signal -but where and how the neuronal changes occur is still unknown.
Imagine listening to an unfamiliar recording on an old LP, marred by fuzzy crackling sounds. The first few times you hear the tenor's nasal twang, you can scarcely distinguish the melody, and are distracted by your own irritation with the poor sound quality. Over repeated hearings, you come to know and love every warble and barely notice the static. You have arrived at this enlightened state by a three-step process of learning: acquiring an exquisite knowledge of the aria itself, learning to ignore the static, and learning to suppress the mental irritation that the noise aroused.
Learning to love a scratchy, old song is a complex, multilevel process, very different from the well-defined and much-studied phenomenon of perceptual learning, which is characterised by rapid improvement in specific sensory tasks, such as discriminating the direction of visual motion [1] or segregating visual textures [2] . But perceptual learning may involve essentially the same several components -learning to extract the signal, learning to filter out external noise, and learning to reduce internal noise. These components have been difficult to tease apart, but two new studies [3, 4] of visual pattern recognition now confirm that perceptual learning involves a true enhancement in signal detection, rather than a suppression of external or internal noise.
In perceptual learning, performance on specific, controlled sensory discrimination tasks improves rapidly over several training sessions -for example, in a visual hyperacuity task, observers improve by 20% or so in their ability to detect small offsets between two nearly aligned vertical lines after just a few hundred trials [5] . Perceptual learning occurs in all the senses studied, and has taught us much about the plasticity and loci of sensory capabilities in the adult human brain (reviewed in [6, 7] ); reassuringly, there is room for improvement in even the most basic abilities. The specificity of learning for particular features of the stimulus -for example, its orientation or position in the visual image [8] [9] [10] -demonstrates that the effects may be restricted to a select network of highly specialised neurons. The influence of attention and other 'top-down' processes suggests that these effects may be triggered by transient neuronal events at higher levels [10, 11] . But which specific neural mechanisms are altered by learning is a question that remains under intense scrutiny.
Our ability to see the difference between the faces in Figure 1a and b must mean that the neuronal responses to the two images are different in some way -if you believe that brain equals mind. Neurons are the fundamental signalling devices of perception and, like any detector or transmitter, they have their limitations. Neurons are spontaneously active even in the absence of external stimuli. To respond to a change in the outside world, neurons must then elevate their activity well above the background buzz (or alter their firing pattern in some other way). Yet often, the faster a neuron fires, the larger the fluctuations in its firing rate [12] . The greater these sources of internal noise, the bigger the change in the firing pattern must be, to be 'heard.'
Whether or not a neuron detects the signal in the first place depends on how well tuned it is to that particular signal, and on how easy the signal is to detect. If the signal is obscured or muffled by extraneous elements, the neuron will have difficulty detecting its presence, no matter how finely tuned it is. Thus, the greater the external noise, the bigger the signal must be to elicit a change in response. The relative amounts of internal and external noise therefore regulate the neuron's response. When the external noise is very low, only the internal noise limits the signal. When the external noise is very high, the effect of internal noise is drowned out.
Reasoning thus, Gold et al. [3] and Dosher and Lu [4] used external noise to titrate the level of internal noise as observers learned perceptual tasks. Gold et al. [3] asked observers to identify unfamiliar faces masked by a blurred pattern. The blur constituted the external noise; under increasing levels of noise, the faces had to be made of higher contrast to be recognised (see Figure 1) . The baseline performance curve in Figure 2 reveals the interplay between internal and external noise. At low levels of external noise, the contrast necessary to elicit 50% correct identification of the face holds steady -in this case, internal noise dominates. At high levels of external noise, however, the threshold contrast increases steeply -the internal noise is swamped. The turning-point of the curve marks (roughly) where the two types of noise are equal in strength.
Observers improved rapidly in performing the task: after just a few one-hour sessions, no more than one per day, observers could identify the faces at less than half the contrast previously required. The key finding, though, was that this improvement occurred uniformly across all levels of external noise -the turning-point of the performance curve stayed constant, suggesting that the level of internal noise stayed constant throughout learning (Figure 2 ). Dosher and Lu [4] found a similar effect for a different visual task: observers quickly learned to distinguish the orientation of an obscured black-and-white pattern, and the performance curves showed the same direct vertical shift with improvement, across all levels of noise.
If internal noise levels are unaffected by learning, the improvement must occur in a different neuronal mechanism -the extraction of the signal itself. But the above results are not quite enough to prove that internal noise is not reduced. Internal noise arises from a multitude of sources at every stage in the process from stimulus to perception. Collapsing all the contributions together still leaves two distinct types of noise: multiplicative or additive. Additive internal noise is independent of the external stimulus or noise, but multiplicative noise grows proportionately with the strength of both. The ambiguity arises because a reduction in multiplicative noise would have the same effect on the performance curves as an enhancement in signal extraction.
Both groups [3, 4] took further steps to rule out a reduction in multiplicative noise. Dosher and Lu [4] fit a model of observer behaviour to their data with an explicit parameter for multiplicative noise, and demonstrated that it does not vary across practice sessions. Gold et al. [3] directly measured the sum total of internal noise, both additive and multiplicative, by using the 'double-pass' technique [13, 14] .
With this method, they tested the observer twice on each stimulus within each session, keeping him unaware of the purpose and nature of the second pass. Because each repeated trial was identical to the first, with exactly the same signal and external noise pattern, any change in the observer's response could be due only to internal noise. The consistency of observers' responses remained the same across practice sessions, for difficult and easy stimuli alike. The conclusion is that perceptual learning does not alter levels of internal noise.
How, then, does learning enhance the signal? Both studies assume that, in pattern recognition, the visual system determines the identity of a given stimulus by comparing A schematic drawing of performance curves on the patternidentification tasks of Gold et al. [3] and Dosher and Lu [4] . The upper curve shows the effect of external noise on the threshold signal contrast for pattern identification before learning, and the lower curve shows the effect after learning. Both curves show that the threshold signal contrast -the pattern contrast necessary for 50% correct identification -increases with high levels of external noise. The turning point, marked with a dotted line, occurs at the same level before and after learning, suggesting that internal noise levels have not changed. (See text for details.)
Figure 1
Images of the kind used in the face-identification task by Gold et al. [3] . it with a set of stored templates [5, 15, 16] . Templates may be stored as neuronal tuning curves -for example, a neuron that may represent a 'vertical line' template fires strongly to a line of vertical orientation, weakly to oblique lines, and not at all to horizontal lines. The more narrowly tuned the neuron, the more precise the template, but the less generally useful. One model of perceptual learning proposes that the templates for a particular task are learned from examples of the stimulus presented in early training sessions -in other words, the brain re-tunes neurons to fit the task [5] , or 'imprints' to the relevant external features [7] .
Neurons may thus learn to extract signals more efficiently by diminishing their responses to irrelevant stimuli, thereby increasing the precision and efficiency of template-matching [17] . This hypothesis fits with the widely-observed stimulus specificity of perceptual learning -select neurons whose responses are honed by practice seem to become even more selective when asked to generalise their improvement to other stimuli. In particular, there is evidence that learning of a spatial acuity task is accompanied by narrower tuning of orientation-specific channels [18] . This hypothesis also fits with the observed decrease in neuronal activity in early visual cortex after learning an orientation discrimination task, as demonstrated by brain imaging [19] .
Alternatively, the improvement in efficiency might lie in the connections between the template-storing neurons and higher decision-making areas. If the improvement were entirely in these output connections, there should be no transfer in learning between two different tasks using identical stimuli. There is some evidence for such task specificity [9, 20] . But it is difficult to disentangle stimulus and task, in that the entire network may collapse into a stimulus-specific entity in itself, exquisitely sensitive to the small stimulus differences which happen to be crucial to the task.
Ruling out a reduction in internal noise does not, therefore, pin down the neural mechanisms that do change in training. Our interpretation of where and how perceptual learning works is limited by our model of perception itself. Indeed, we cannot yet be sure that all perception works by the same principles: the new studies [3, 4] show that learning in both face identification and texture discrimination fit the same model, but these are both tasks in visual pattern recognition. Will the conclusion that learning alters signal but not noise extend to other tasks, such as speed discrimination, or senses, such as hearing? The patterns of learning in the two visual tasks are also not identical: the learning curve for face identification continues to ascend well after that for texture discrimination has reached a plateau [3] , leaving open the possibility that faces are indeed special.
Uncertainty over top-down contributions to learning also infects conclusions about where and how the signal is enhanced during perceptual learning. Some results suggest that selective attention to the relevant features of the stimulus is necessary for learning to occur [10, 11] , and that high-level knowledge and expectations may influence low-level perceptual learning by directing the deployment of attention [21] . Where in these many levels of operation do the crucial modifications take place? Learning to appreciate an old-fashioned melody on a noisy LP might not be so different from perceptual learning after all.
